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“Torture in the Canadian Context: How close to Home is it?  

Jeanne Sarson & Linda MacDonald 

 

Introduction 

Firstly, we thank Eleanor Palmer, 

Canadian Federation of University 

Women (CFUW) who put us in 

touch with Gillian Poulter and the 

Gender & Women’s Studies at 

Acadia University. We thank Gillian 

for making possible our two 

presentations shared with students 

and the public. To Elle Jones and 

Jennifer MacDonald we send our 

appreciation for taking time to put 

closure on our time at Acadia.  

As feminists with a relational human rights perspective we have worked for almost 20 

years to uphold the human rights of persons, mainly women, who Self-identify as having 

endured torture perpetrated by private individuals or non-State actors. As members of 

the CFUW, a non-governmental organization (NGO) with a mandate to improve the 

status and human rights of women and girls, we work with others on the CFUW policy 

urging the Government of 

Canada to criminalize torture 

perpetrated by private 

persons or non-State actors. 

Above is Gillian with me, 

Jeanne, at our first personal 

meeting although many email 

connections flowed between 

us before our arrival at 

Acadian University. 

Linda begins our 

presentation, “Torture in the 

Canadian Context: How close 

to Home is it? (Photo 2) 

Utilizing PowerPoint slides 
Photo 2: Linda  MacDonald  

Photo 1: Jeanne Sarson & Gillian Poulter  
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we illustrated the human rights work we have engaged in nationally and internationally; 

additionally, we shared women’s drawings that speak and show the non-State torture 

victimization they endured and survived. This journal recaps in brief and point form 

aspects of our presentation. Some slides are removed to protect the confidentiality and 

privacy of specific individuals.  

The Human Right not to be Subjected to Non-State Torture 

 Illustrating a relational continuum, our presentation focussed on the beginning and the 

end of the continuum. 

Addressing relational torture by 

individuals or non-State actors 

such as parents, extended 

family members, guardians, 

spouses, human traffickers, 

pornographers, gangs, 

pedophilic rings, and other like-

minded at one end of the 

continuum with the need to 

promote and respect victimized 

women’s and girls’ human right 

to build respectful Self- 

relationships using the 

framework on the United 

Nations Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights (Booklet 

Image). 

  

 

Article 5 in the Declaration states that no one should be 

subjected to torture; the Declaration also states that all persons, 

women and men are equal as persons, have equal human 

rights, worth, and dignity. This means that women and men, and 

girls and boys, all have the human right not to be tortured; it 

means all persons who torture commit a criminal human rights violation. It matters not 

whether the torturer is a State actor, the term used to refer to persons, for instance the 

police or military personnel, who represent or work for governments which endorse 

torturing or whether the torturer is a private individual such as a parent who is referred 

to as a non-State actor.  

www.nonstatetorture.org

Image 4: UDHR  
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Besides the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, there are various other United 

Nations human rights instruments that have specific articles stating that no one shall be 

subjected to torture. One of these is the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, 

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or CAT as it is frequently referred to. Article 1 gives 

the defining elements of torture which include items 1, 2, 3 and 6 as listed in the 

‘Defining Torture (CAT’87) slide. Items 4 and 5 have been added as defining elements 

as global understandings concerning torture have evolved. CAT is the Convention we 

specifically refer to in our presentation.  

When the United Nations 

established CAT and countries 

ratified it, it was interpreted as 

applying only to the patriarchs—to 

warring men and their need to be 

protected from classic acts of 

torture victimization if, for example, 

they were prisoners of war. Even 

though acts of similar classic 

torture were inflicted in the so-

called domestic sphere, which is 

where women and girls suffer 

predominate forms of gender-based violence especially sexualized violence including 

torture, societies situated these acts of classic non-State torture as being outside the 

mandate of the CAT. 

Classic acts of torture 

perpetrated by non-

State actors have 

remained unnamed and 

therefore 

unacknowledged both 

socially and legally, 

even at the United 

Nations level until 

recently.  We identified 

this separation as the 

patriarchal divide, 

meaning that although 

the same acts of classic 

torture were inflicted by 

State and non-State actors only the torture inflicted by State actors was legally 

recognized. This patriarchal inequality is present in Canadian law. Under section 269.1 
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of the Criminal Code of Canada only acts of torture that are inflicted by State actors are 

criminalized. We consider this discriminatory law and a failure to uphold the human 

rights of women and girls (or men and boys) not to be subjected to torture when the 

torturers are non-State 

actors.  

In very recent years 

the CAT has been 

evolving to consider 

that there are forms of 

violence inflicted 

against women that 

are manifestations of 

torture—in other 

words, the CAT is 

becoming genderized, 

it is beginning to 

uphold the human 

right of women and 

girls in the domestic or 

private sphere not to be subjected to acts of violence that constitute torture.  

In the above slide, “Non-State Torture Categories: Relational & Gender,” we propose 

three categories of gender-based non-State torture. United Nations Special Rapporteurs 

against Torture, 

considered 

experts, have 

stated that FGM 

(female genital 

mutilation), acid 

burning, and 

widow burning 

are 

manifestations of 

gender-based 

tortures. Our 

work has 

focussed on 

exposing forms 

of classic torture 

and the 
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sexualization of torture that is commercialized.  

Classic non-State torture occurs worldwide. The photos of women that were in the 

above slide have been removed to respect copyrights. All survived acts of non-State 

torture. Sahar Gul was a 15 old child bride who resisted being forced into sexualized 

human trafficking consequently she was tortured by her ‘husband’ and his mother. Nour 

Miyati and Maid ‘X’ were both domestic workers who endured torture by their 

employees and or by family members or family friends. The industrialized country map 

with black dots represents 125 persons who have contacted us to state they endured 

forms of classic non-State torture, most 

beginning in their very early childhoods, 

that was perpetrated by their families and 

like-minded others.   

Myth—Not in Canada! is presented to 

reveal the facts that criminal images of 

so-called pedophilic ‘pornography’ are 

perpetrated by adults against children. 

To date, the research we have been able 

to access suggests that between 20 to 

26 percent of such crime scene images 

are of torture. Women tell us that 

pornographic images were used as “training films”—in other words, these were used to 

distort their perceptions, forcing them when they were little girls to believe that such 

behaviours were 

normal versus being 

criminal acts committed 

against their 

personhood.   

In “Persons Prostituted” 

Rebecca, in sharing a 

list of the ordeals she 

suffered, ends with 

asking how can all the 

brutalities and cruelties, 

all the severe pain and 

suffering that was 

intentionally and 

purposefully inflicted 

against her that 
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dehumanized her not be named torture. Rebecca’s story represents the 

commercialization and the sexualization category of non-State torturing. 

Relational Female Gender-based Violence: A Global Pandemic ‘Tradition” 

This next slide uses the 

world globe to illustrate 

some of the many forms of 

relational female gender-

based violence and to call 

attention to the reality that 

gender-based violence is a 

global pandemic ‘tradition’. 

Many mainly women’s non-

governmental organizations 

around the globe are 

challenging the patriarchal 

social constructs that have 

dismissed these human 

right violations committed 

against women and girls because they are women and girls. Linda and I have focussed 

our efforts on achieving the recognition that non-State torture occurs and is a violation 

of human rights.   

Attempting to identify countries where torture occurs the usual information received 

suggests countries where State torture happens. However, when we place acts of non-

State torture that occur in 

the so-called domestic or 

private sphere on the 

global map we paint the 

whole world red. Even the 

waters are not safe places 

as women tell of being 

water-tortured, of enduring 

repetitive horrific ordeals 

of what is called near-fatal 

drowning in the torture 

literature, when the 

torturers forced them 

under water in the ocean, 

rivers, and lakes of this 
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planet. We must conclude there is no country on this planet that is torture-free.   

Grass Root Advocacy Interventions and the United Nations 

In this section we share how the non-governmental organization CFUW, and we as 

members, have 

been advocating for 

the recognition that 

non-State torture is 

a violation of human 

rights that is not 

being socio-legally 

addressed in 

Canada. For 

example, this slide 

states that torture is 

recognized globally 

as a jus cogens non-

derogable human 

right. There are 

United Nations 

human rights (HR) 

treaties that countries including Canada agree to uphold—have ratified. Ratification 

means Canada and other countries agree to respect, protect, and fulfil their human 

rights obligations. In Human Rights Indicators: A Guide for Measurement and 

Implementation, by the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (2013) these 

three human rights obligations are and mean: 

1. Respect means a State must refrain from interfering with the enjoyment of 

human rights  

2. Protect means States must prevent private actors or third parties from violating 

human rights, and 

3. Fulfil means States must take positive measures, including adopting appropriate 

legislation, policies and programmes, to ensure the realization of human rights. 

The slide also makes five points about grass root advocacy interventions which will we 

discussed in the following paragraphs.  

Do national laws include and respectfully name non-State torture (NST)? To 

assess a country such as Canada and how it is meeting its obligations under the CAT 

we considered the five steps identified in the next slide.   
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Step 1 meant we had 

sufficient data to know 

that the Government of 

Canada was aware non-

State torture occurred in 

Canada but was not 

specifically addressing it 

as the criminal human 

rights violation of torture. 

Step 2 required national 

law address non-State 

torture; it does not 

therefore legal 

protection against non-

State torture 

victimization does not occur. 

Step 3 addresses investigation. Canada has stated it calls non-State torture another 

crime, the United Nations experts say it is impermissible to call torture another crime. 

Torture is a non-derogable human right. When there is no specific law on non-State 

torture many gaps in knowledge occur in police and professional training for example. 

Step 4 means that when there is no law torturers enjoy a culture of impunity as they are 

not held accountable for the crime of non-State torture they commit.  

Step 5 means that informed reparations cannot occur if non-State torture is legally 

unrecognized. Persons who have endured torture require reparations that fit their needs 

to heal and rehabilitate. 

They require care that is 

informed about non-State 

torture.  

The United Nations asks 

countries to keep statistical 

data on manifestations of 

gender-based torture. 

Canada cannot do this 

because without a law such 

crimes fail to exist data-

wise.   
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When Canada fails to socio-legally acknowledge and criminalize torture perpetrated by 

non-State actors women tell us that this harms them—it is a form of secondary 

revictimization as explained on the 

previous page by Alexandra, a 

Canadian woman.  

Shadow Reports. In May 2012 we 

as members worked on a shadow 

report that CFUW submitted to the 

United Nations Committee against 

Torture in Geneva, Switzerland. It 

can be viewed through this link: 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodie

s/cat/docs/ngos/CFUW_Canada_C

AT48.pdf The shadow report put 

forth reasons why torture by non-

State actors ought to be specifically criminalized and that such acts fell under the 

mandate of the CAT.  

Every four years countries such as Canada that have ratified the CAT are supposed to 

send in a country report and appear before the Committee against Torture to explain 

how they are respecting, protecting, and fulfilling their human right obligations under the 

CAT. NGOs can also attend these 

meetings which Linda and I did. We 

spoke about the shadow report. The 

Committee listens to all present then 

releases their Concluding 

Observations to the Government of 

Canada. The conclusions of the 

Committee resulted in outcome 

breakthroughs as listed in the slide 

above.  

The Committee is made up of ten 

global experts, three are shown here.  

Universal Periodic Reviews (UPR). The CFUW and the National Council of Women 

(NCWC) of Canada submitted a written statement to the Office of the High 

Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) which will be part of the information used to 

review how Canada is doing in maintaining its human rights obligations. The CFUW and 

NCWC statement is asking that Canada criminalize non-State torture as recommended 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cat/docs/ngos/CFUW_Canada_CAT48.pdf
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cat/docs/ngos/CFUW_Canada_CAT48.pdf
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cat/docs/ngos/CFUW_Canada_CAT48.pdf
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by the Committee against Torture. For more information on the UPR process please 

see http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/PracticalGuideCivilSociety.pdf 

Linda is standing above the 

Human Rights Council 

Chamber at the United 

Nations Geneva where UPR 

reviews are held.  

The Commission on the 

Status of Women (CSW). 

Every year mostly NGO 

women and some men 

attend two weeks of the 

CSW held at the United 

Nations in New York City. 

Thousands come from 

around this planet and many NGOs present educational sessions that share information 

about what is happening in their countries to improve the human rights status of women 

and girls.  

A brief CSW herstory 

is shared in this 

slide. Last year the 

CFUW presented a 

session on non-State 

torture as seen in the 

little photo.  

This year CFUW is 

presenting another 

session entitled, 

``Genderizing the UN 

Convention against 

Torture & Non-State 

Torture 

Victimization`` linked 

here: 

http://nonstatetorture.org/files/7313/5983/4453/Poster2013CFUWpanel.pdf 

http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/UPR/Documents/PracticalGuideCivilSociety.pdf
http://nonstatetorture.org/files/7313/5983/4453/Poster2013CFUWpanel.pdf
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Additionally CFUW submitted a written statement to the CSW on non-State torture 

which can be read here: 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=E/CN.6/2013/NGO/10 

Education.  The UN Declaration on Human Rights Education and Training calls on 

countries, it calls on all of us to find ways to act that respects, protects and fulfils human 

rights equality, dignity, and worth of all women and girls to men and boys. This is our 

professional feminist framework when supporting persons who have endured non-State 

torture so they may come to know and feel that they are persons with human rights. For 

healing recovery gaining the social perspective, gaining a gender-based analysis, that 

the non-State torture they suffered was a violation of their human rights and a crime 

helps to extinguish the destructive put-downs and lies they were repetitively subjected 

to by the non-State torturers. A social and gendered analysis permits learning and 

believing that it was never their fault and that they never deserved to be tortured. 

We also educate by submitting expert papers to United Nations Committees when there 

is an opportunity to do so. The latest one can be read here by clicking on our names, 

http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/WrittenContributions2013.htm. It is a 

response paper to the general discussion on access to justice by the Committee on the 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW). 

In conclusion    

This journal ends with the appendix: Questionnaire: What are your thoughts? This 

questionnaire, along with a copy of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, was 

circulated at the opening of the presentations. Persons who were in attendance were 

asked to voluntarily complete the questionnaire before we shared our presentation. The 

questionnaire is also linked here: 

http://nonstatetorture.org/files/3413/0671/4846/QUESTIONNAIREtorturegeneral.pdf 

Ideas of ways in which some of the information presented could be utilized by students 

include: 

1. When writing papers or doing projects addressing relational violence to include 

torture by non-State actors; 

2. Have a focus group with other students about non-State torture, maybe they 

would consider doing the questionnaire;   

3. Consider issues related to the three different categories of non-State torture that 

were presented;  

4. Attempt to include a human rights framework in some of the course work; 

5. Letter writing to politicians about the need to criminalize non-State torture; 

6. In their careers to remember that any one they work and meet could be a 

survivor; 

http://www.un.org/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=E/CN.6/2013/NGO/10
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cedaw/WrittenContributions2013.htm
http://nonstatetorture.org/files/3413/0671/4846/QUESTIONNAIREtorturegeneral.pdf
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7. If a person discloses three caring responses include: 

a. Saying you are sorry they endured such atrocities, 

b. Telling them that you believe them, and 

c. Saying it wasn`t their fault.  

8. Activism: Include non-State torture in One Billion Rising, in conversations with 

friends, or in flash mob activism, or join an NGO, and 

9. Believe that one person can make a difference! 

We also share three statements about why the global planet needs to eliminate all 

forms of violence against women and girls.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thank you! 

Jeanne & Linda 
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Appendix: QUESTIONNAIRE: WHAT ARE YOUR THOUGHTS?  

It is increasingly recognized that some violent parents, relatives, husband, friends, guardians, someone 

known to the person harmed, or a stranger (i.e., human trafficker) inflict acts of torture. We seek your 

opinion on how you separate acts of abuse from acts of torture.  

1. Your gender is: Female _____     Male _____ Transgendered _____ 

2. Country you live in: ________________________________________________________ 

3. Consider: If you were forced to choose between being a victim of abuse or being a victim of torture 

which would you choose? Abuse ______     Torture _____ 

4. Briefly explain your reasoning ________________________________________________ 

5. If MANY or ALL of the following violent acts were INFLICTED ON ONE PERSON would you define these 
as acts of torture “T” or abuse “A” (Put T or A in blank spaces).  

 food/drink withheld _____ chained or handcuffed to a stationary object _____ 
 savagely and repeatedly beaten _____ kicked _____ hung by limbs _____ 
 burnt _____ cut _____ whipped _____ soles of feet beaten (falanga) _____  
 fingers, toes, and limbs twisted _____ broken _____ dislocated_____ 
 tied down naked for prolonged periods of time _____ sat on _____ 
 forced to lie naked on the floor/ground without bedding/warmth _____ 
 confined to a dark enclosed space ______ placed in crate/box _____ caged _____ 
 electric shocked _____ forcibly impregnated _____ forcibly aborted _____ 
 forced to eat one’s vomitus (throw-up) _____ bowel movements _____ 
 raped by one person _____ raped by a family/group _____ 
 raped with a weapon (gun or knife) or other objects _____ with animals _____ 
 prevented from using toilet _____  smeared with urine, feces, or blood _____ 
 forced under cold or burning hot water  _____ placed in a freezer _____ 
 near drowned when held under water in the tub, toilet, bucket, stream _____  
 drugged with alcohol _____ pills _____ injections _____ by mask _____ 
 choked _____ suffocated by object placed over one’s face _____ 
 pornography pictures taken _____ pornography or snuff films made/used _____  
 forced to harm others _____ forced to watch others being harmed _____ 
 forced to watch pets being harmed or killed _____ threatened that this is what will happen 

to them if victim tells _____ forced to harm or kill pets or animals _____ 
 called derogatory names _____ put down _____ treated as non-human _____ 
 other harms that you are aware of_______________________________________  

 

Thank you for doing this questionnaire © 2008. 

Please return to: Jeanne Sarson & Linda MacDonald 

Mail: 361 Prince Street, Truro, NS, B2N 1E4 Canada; Email: contact@nonstatetorture.org  

Website: http://www.nonstatetorture.org 

mailto:contact@nonstatetorture.org
http://www.nonstatetorture.org/

